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Abstract
Dynamic transboundary relations are characterized by varying intensities
of co-existing conflict and cooperation. Once the co-existence of conflict
and cooperation is recognized, it is possible to escape the misleading
assumption that transboundary water relations exist on a single axis from
undesirable conflict to desirable cooperation. Like all relationships,
conflict and cooperation over transboundary waters are played out in
power-determined contexts. Asymmetric power is very evident in the
outcomes of transboundary water dynamics and the adaptation process for
transboundary water governance.

1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper to demonstrate the utility of a new approach to
analyzing conflict and cooperation in international transboundary relations.
This new approach will highlight how power relations shape the
trajectories of co-evolving conflict and cooperation. The method
developed emphasizes the coexistence of conflict and cooperation and
provides a powerful analytical tool enabling the development of a typology
of
transboundary
water
relations.
The
two
dimensional
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conflict/cooperation nexus is enriched if the transboundary water relations
take into account a third dimension – namely the political economy. Strong
and diverse economies can more readily install the very expensive
institutions of transboundary water governance. They can also avoid the
stressful relations that riparians endure when they do not have the options
of advanced socio-economic development.
The paper posits that conflict and cooperation co-exist. As a result,
relations in transboundary basins can be defined by the changing
intensities of co-existing conflict and cooperation. Adaptive management
and integrated water resources allocation and management take place in
circumstances of asymmetric power. They also take place in circumstances
where the actors enjoy very different levels of economic diversity and
strength. This paper argues that for successful water allocation and
management, there must be consideration about how (1) the intensities of
conflict and cooperation in transboundary relations and (2) development of
the political economy change over time.
A second purpose is to highlight the means of facilitating adaptation for
transboundary water governance. First, adaptation is usually achieved
without those involved in the conflictual and cooperative transboundary
relations being aware of the invisible and silent political economy
processes. Water governance institutions can additionally facilitate
adaptation. However, there are problems associated with such regional
public goods like the high costs of developing transboundary water
governance institutions (Nicol et al. 2000).

2 Understanding power in transboundary water relations
The transboundary water governance literature has identified the role of
asymmetric power (Waterbury 2002, Selby 2002, Zeitoun and Warner
2006). In particular, Zeitoun and Warner (2006) have clarified the
structural role of power in the basin. They posit that relative power
differences can cause various forms of hydro-hegemony. According to
their Framework of Hydro-Hegemony, if a basin state with superior power
acts for the collective good of the basin, there is leadership in this form of
hydro-hegemony. On the other hand, if the hegemon captures and controls
the water resources or coerces other states to produce situations that are
beneficial to it only, there may be skewed water allocation outcomes.
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Hence, “[w]hat looks favourable from a hegemonic perspective… may not
always be perceived in the same manner from the weaker state’s vantage
point” (Zeitoun and Warner 2006: 439). It is very important to understand
that transboundary water relations evolve under circumstances of
asymmetric power. Effective international adaptive management or
integrated water resource management is not possible without taking into
account the dynamics of power.

3 A new approach—conflict and cooperation co-exist
In order to observe how the dynamics of power play out in water
governance, this paper proposes an original way to analyze the differently
endowed and differently institutionalized transboundary basins. Relations
of basin states evolve over time, experiencing periods of both interaction
and non-interaction. More specifically, relations evolve through coexisting conflictive and cooperative interactions. In some cases, states
may not have to go through interactions over water allocation and
management, as they can solve their water resources needs by trading in
water intensive commodities or manufacturing water. Economies enjoying
this option will be discussed in detail in later sections. By creating
typologies of basin relations, it will also be possible to identify the driving
forces shaping conflict and cooperation over transboundary waters. Such
driving forces can be considered to enhance or frustrate basin water
governance initiatives.
This paper posits that conflict and cooperation co-exist. Previous studies
have conceptualized conflict and cooperation as opposing ends of a
spectrum. For example, the much work of Wolf and his group on the
Basins At Risk (BAR) project measured water events on a scale of conflict
and cooperation. The BAR scale determined +7 as the highest cooperation
of “voluntary unification into one nation over water” (Yoffe et al. 2003:
1111) and -7 as the highest conflict of “formal declaration of war over
water” (Yoffe et al. 2003: 1111). Events measured against this BAR scale
increase in its intensity of cooperation as support between actors turns into
agreements, which become more explicit (i.e. cultural, scientific agreement
or support (scale +3)  non-military economic, technological, industrial
agreement (scale +4)  military, economic, strategic support (scale +5) 
international freshwater treaty (scale +6)).
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Considering conflict and cooperation as opposing concepts misleadingly
simplifies the complexity of interactions. As Craig (1993:15) explained,
[c]onflict is a concept that is independent of co-operation; not
always opposite to it. In certain circumstances, conflict may be an
integral part of inducing and sustaining co-operative behaviour,
and the two may coexist in various social settings.
Craig’s conceptualization indicates that conflict and cooperation are not
just on a continuum progressing from irrational individualistic conflict to
rational collective cooperation. An implication of such understanding is
how explicit agreements are not necessarily accurate indicators of
cooperation. As in the above mentioned BAR project, agreements have
been regarded as tangible benchmarks of cooperation in transboundary
waters. It can be argued that explicit agreements can make the intention of
the involved agents clear. However, in international basins, it is difficult
to come to concrete arrangements. In some cases, cooperative outcomes
can emerge from situations without agreements. For example, in the Rhine
River basin, Verweij (2000) noted how the industrial sector voluntarily
acted towards reducing pollutants of the river despite there being no strong
enforcement of regulations by the state authorities.
Figure 1 shows the matrix of low and high levels of conflict and
cooperation, as argued by Craig. In situations of low cooperation and
conflict, there is little interaction between actors. However, once levels of
conflict rise, relations become unstable. On the other hand, if levels of
cooperation rise, relations become “stable and comfortable” (Craig
1993:16). In cases where both high levels of conflict and cooperation exist,
there can be “strong commitment to achieve a goal by the participants, but
there may be equally strong disagreement over the precise definition of
that goal and particularly over the means of achieving it” (Craig 1993:16).
According to Craig (1993:16), the four combination possibilities are
“logical combinations”. In international river basins, it seems rare to have
riparian states in a situation of both high conflict and cooperation. It may
be that independence or territorial disputes may experience high conflict
and cooperation.1

1

For example, the negotiation process between the Tamil Tiger representatives
and Sri Lankan government in 2002 to achieve peace can be considered high in
conflict and cooperation. According to Martin (2006), though there were apparent
signs of commitment towards cooperation, the two actors were highly divided
over how to proceed with the settlement of issues.
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comfortable
Unstable, intense,
sometimes creative

Fig. 1. Relationship between Co-operation and Conflict
Source: Adapted from Craig 1993: 16

3.1 Transboundary Waters Interaction NexuS (TWINS)
To interpret the differences of conflict and cooperation intensity in
transboundary water relations, this study utilizes Warner (2004b) and
Zeitoun’s (2007) clarification of conflict intensity. Their work is based on
that of Copenhagen School (namely Buzan et al. 1998) and Neumann
(1998) regarding security. Conflict intensity over transboundary waters
increases as the perception of the issues by the state changes. To be more
specific, as issues become more of threat to the state, they are prioritized in
the national agenda, thus receiving more attention and attracting
allocations of various state resources. Issues that do not concern the state,
or issues that are not in the public domain, are ‘non-politicized’ issues.
Once it gains a place on the political agenda, the issue is ‘politicized’. The
issue is then “part of public policy, requiring government decision and
resource allocation” (Buzan et al. 1998:23).
When “the issue is an existential threat requiring emergency measures
and justifying actions outside the normal bounds of political procedure”,
the issue has become ‘securitized’ (Buzan et al. 1998:23). Warner
contends that issues can also be opportunitized when “the issues offer such
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a chance to improve a situation that it justifies actions outside the normal
bounds of political procedure” (Warner 2004b: 9 citing Warner 2004a).
Though Warner (2004b) differentiates securitization and opportunitization,
Zeitoun (2007) considers these two levels as the opposite side of the coin;
a securitized issue is a threat that justifies emergency actions, an
opportunitized issue is an opportunity for improving a situation that
requires emergency actions. At the most extreme, when violence is
employed over the issue, it is considered to be ‘violized’; “an already
securitized issue such as identity becomes a casus belli over which blood
must run” (Neumann, 1998). 2 Thus, there are four levels of conflict
intensity.
Mirumachi (2007) has identified five levels of cooperation intensity to
enable the construction of the Transboundary Waters Interaction NexuS
(TWINS). These levels of intensity are identified by the existence or nonexistence of four factors: common goals, joint action, intention of
contributing to collective action and the belief that the other actor will
contribute to collective action. These four factors are taken from
Tuomela’s work (2000) regarding cooperation.
He contends that
cooperation requires collective reasons by which people act intentionally.
Specifically, these actions need to be accompanied by other people’s
actions. Thus, cooperation involves ‘action-dependence’ (Tuomela 2000).
At the lowest level of cooperation intensity, there is confrontation of the
issue. In such interaction, the issue is acknowledged but there is no
specific joint action or identification and sharing of goals. When there is
joint action but no shared goals, it can be considered as ad hoc interaction.
When there are shared goals but no joint action is taken, the interaction is
considered technical cooperation. The difference between these two
intensities of cooperation is how actors shape their goals. In ad hoc
interaction, two actors just so happen to be acting together but with
different goals. When interaction becomes technical, there may be shared
goals in how to solve a specific water-related problem, but actions and
policies may not necessarily be aligned. Once there is joint action and
shared goals, in addition to the belief that the other will do as expected to
execute the action, interactions can be considered as high in cooperation
intensity. This level can be characterized as risk-averting because the
states do not undertake the unforeseen costs in the future when committing
to such action. When such costs and risks are taken into account,
2

Zeitoun (2007) uses the term “violated” to include a wider range of responses of
to confrontational action.
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cooperation intensity is high. Risk-taking cooperation is an ideal form of
cooperation as it is unlikely that states will assume costs without evident
reciprocation.
Figure 2 illustrates how the differing intensities of co-existing conflict
and cooperation can be sequenced using the TWINS (Transboundary
Waters Interaction Nexus) approach. This conceptual TWINS approach
depicts the changes in transboundary relations in a historical perspective.
The diagram provides analytical space to trace the trajectory of interacting
riparian relations through time. The TWINS method is particularly useful
in plotting both the state of transboundary relations at a point in time and,
more importantly, through different phases of a relationship.

Fig. 2. TWINS conceptual approach
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3.2 Methodological strengths of the TWINS approach
The literature on transboundary river basins is rich in case studies but
lacking in grand theories (Bernauer 2002, du Plessis 2000). Even before
the heightened discussion of ‘water wars’ since the end of the Cold War,
White noted in 1957 that “[i]f there is any conclusion that springs from a
comparative study of river systems, it is that no two are the same” (White
1957: 160). One of the main original contributions of this study is
providing a new methodology. In other words, the TWINS approach
allows systematic analysis across river basins. Case studies have their
strong advantages, such as providing deep analysis of the particular
context. However, the TWINS approach shows relative degrees of coexisting conflict and cooperation while highlighting the transboundary
waters activism and politically expressed interests at the sub-national level.
Hence, the TWINS approach can identify the multiple actors and their
differing rationalities (i.e. irrigating farmers in Israel or the Hamas and the
Al Fateh entities in Palestine), which make collective action difficult.

4 Different basins, different international transboundary
relations
The TWINS approach shows how the intensities of conflict and
cooperation can be sequenced. Figure 3 shows the trajectories of different
river basins, namely, the upper Ganges, the upper Orange, the lower Nile,
the Lower Rio Grande and the Israeli-Palestine aquifers.3
The six diagrams show that trajectories of transboundary relations vary
greatly. The first two diagrams depict the trajectory of Lesotho-South
Africa relations on the upper Orange River and Sudan-Egypt relations on
the lower Nile River. The way relations have shifted over time is much
more dynamic than the next two diagrams showing United States-Mexico
on the Lower Rio Grande and Nepal-India relations on the upper Ganges
River. The latter two are relatively static and have changed little in their
respective intensities of conflict and cooperation. The last two diagrams
show how the relations over a shared water resource can be interpreted
differently, depending on one’s positionality. These two diagrams
3

The trajectories for Sudan-Egypt relations have been provided by A.E.
Cascão and the two trajectories regarding Palestine and Israel water issues
have been provided by C. Messerschmid.
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exemplify how the TWINS approach emphasizes the fact that there are
differing interests and rationalities when managing water. Instead of
simply quantifying ‘conflict’ or ‘cooperation’ of a basin, the TWINS
approach allows much more complex and textured interpretations to exist.
In this sense, by using the TWINS approach, synthetic research on a basin
can be completed by incorporating the differences in perception and
identifying explaining such differences.
There is no space here to examine each of the six trajectories in detail. It
should be pointed out that TWINS offers useful approximations of
trajectories based on best available data of river basins. Incomplete
information on negotiations is the norm in the non-transparent politics of
transboundary waters relations.
The TWINS approach gives
approximations of international transboundary relations through
hermeneutic understanding. The two case studies of the upper Orange and
lower Nile show that despite tense political climates in the past, there have
been efforts to promote basin cooperation. Between Lesotho and South
Africa a bilateral river basin commission (Lesotho Highlands Water
Commission) oversees the joint water transfer scheme, the Lesotho
Highlands Water Project. In the Nile basin, the Nile Basin Initiative (NBI)
has conceptualized regional cooperation with both Sudan and Egypt taking
part. It is important to note is that though the relations in both basins are
high in apparent cooperation intensity and low in explicit conflict intensity,
cooperation is not necessarily comprehensive. For example, in the case of
Lesotho and South Africa, there are unresolved issues about transboundary
environmental impacts (Willemse 2007) and sensitive issues of future
water transfer phases. In the Nile, despite the NBI promoting shared
visions and cooperation, water allocation issues have not been addressed,
thus making it difficult to change the status quo of power structures
(Beyene and Wadley 2004). The US-Mexico relation and Nepal-India
relation has been relatively static with low levels of conflict intensity.
These two cases represent how despite there being major bilateral
international treaties (Treaty for the Utilization of Waters of the Colorado
and Tijuana Rivers and of the Rio Grande (1944), Mahakali Treaty (1996)
respectively) major issues remain that impede the realization of treaty
contents. By looking at both the Palestinian and Israeli perception of the
shared aquifers, it shows that the relationship has experienced high conflict
intensity and low cooperation intensity. This Middle Eastern case is an
example where the larger political climate has influenced the water
relations.
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Trajectory of Lesotho-South Africa relation
over the upper Senqu/Orange

Trajectory of Sudan-Egypt relation
over the Nile

Trajectory of US-Mexico relation
over the Lower Rio Grande

Trajectory of Nepal-India relation
over the upper Ganges

Israeli perception of relations
with Palestine over shared aquifers

Palestinian perception of relations
with Israel over shared aquifers

Fig 3. TWINS trajectories of various river basins
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5 Power asymmetry and TWINS
The different trajectories of international transboundary relations shows
how power manifests in water allocation, development and management.
Zeitoun and Warner (2006) have identified the role of asymmetric power
in a basin. Hydro-hegemons, or a state with more relative power in the
basin can determine the status quo of water allocation. Specifically, this
power is expressed as coercive, bargaining and ideational power. Coercive
power refers to material power such as “military might, economic strength,
modes of production, access to knowledge…political support…riparian
position, size and value of territory” (Zeitoun and Warner 2006: 442).
Bargaining power is utilized in situations where the rules of the game are
controlled by offering no choices regarding compliance and noncompliance. Ideational power is the most effective power as it induces
compliance willingly. Zeitoun and Warner (2006) cites Charles Tilly’s
(1991) argument how the imposition of one ideological frame and no other
enforces power. Hydro-hegemons may act in a self-interested manner or
may exert leadership, thus creating different forms of hydro-hegemony
(Zeitoun and Warner 2006).
From the typologies of international transboundary relations, it is
possible to characterize when the three faces of power are effective. For
example, coercive power is most easily observed at higher levels of
conflict. This is because material power such as military force is used.
Zeitoun and Warner (2006: 439) argue “focus on ‘cooperation’ can hide
the negative effects of power asymmetries”. This is indeed true when low
cooperation intensity levels persist in basins because of hydro-hegemons
preventing higher forms of cooperation. Thus, ideational power that
justifies the status quo according to the self-interested hydro-hegemon can
be observed in low levels of cooperation. Bargaining power too can exist
in low levels of cooperation. When the rules of the game are controlled
through bargaining power, an inequitable or unjust status quo for the
weaker riparian state prevails in the basin.4 Bargaining power can also be
observed in low levels of conflict. Weaker states may attempt to contest
the rules imposed by the hydro-hegemon and attempt tactics to change the
4

In more colloquial sense, this low level of cooperation can be called “fake
cooperation” (term coined by Tova Sherr during personal communication with
Tony Allan 2007).
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status quo. 5 Because the different faces of power may be used
simultaneously, Figure 4 shows how the three faces of power may be most
evident in the TWINS conceptualization of relations.

Fig. 4. Three faces of power in the TWINS conceptual approach

6 The role of political economy processes in enabling
adaptation by accelerating cooperation over
transboundary waters—invisible and silent adaptation
Figure 5 conceptualizes how an economy can achieve water security by
adopting the technical and economic options available to a highly diverse
and strong economy. A highly developed socio-economy will have the
capacity to manage water deficits. Singapore, which does not have even
enough water for domestic and industrial needs, exemplifies how a very
5

Zeitoun and Warner (2006) give an example of ‘issue linkage’ based on
Daoudy’s study, “Le partage des eaux enter la Syrie, l’Irak, et la Turkie—
Négociation, sécurité, et asymétrie des pouvoirs” (2005).
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seriously water deficit economy can avoid the stressful conflict and
attenuation of cooperation associated with transboundary hydropolitics
with resource alternatives. Conventional analysis of transboundary
international relations is correctly very focused on the amelioration of
conflict and the promotion of collective action for cooperation. It is,
however, evident from Figure 5 that cooperative transboundary waters
behavior and the evolution of transboundary regulatory institutions and
agreements are closely associated with the diversity and strength of the
economies of the riparians. Those managing diverse and strong political
economies have options that leaders of poor economies lack. By
developing from a low level of political economy to a diversified and
strong one, a state can move from resource capture to resource sharing and
then to having resource alternatives. Figure 5 shows that the richer the
riparian, the more it is able to achieve its water security – whether via trade
or technology. More importantly, they have the resources to devote to
cooperative initiatives over transboundary waters than do the leaders of
economically and institutionally challenged poor economies. Once secure,
a diverse and strong political economy is more able to cooperate. It is
important to emphasize that this extraordinary adaptativeness is normally
achieved with those involved being aware of the invisible and silent
political economy processes that make adaptation possible.
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Fig. 5. The political economy dimension in the TWINS approach

The third – political economy – dimension in the TWINS approach
makes it possible to reveal that river basins have other unique institutional
as well as hydrological qualities. For example, the Jordan Basin economies
have very different adaptive capacities. These different capacities are
related to their respective GDPs per head. The Jordan Basin has a
Palestinian economy with a low GDP per head, a Jordanian economy with
an intermediate GDP per head and an Israeli economy with a high GDP
per head. With a stronger economy, basin states will have the chance to
adapt to the driving forces that shape international relations over water.

7 Drivers of conflict and cooperation
The way international relations over water are shaped need to be
understood in the context of co-existing conflict and cooperation
determined by power relations and the status of the political economies of
the respective engaged riparians. As discussed above, power plays an
essential role. In addition, there are driving forces that specifically
enhance conflictive or cooperative tendencies of a relationship (figure 6).
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For example, population growth within a basin increases water demand,
leading to water scarcity or even basin closure. In these cases, the
quantitative aspect of water resources becomes a focus. Increased water
use may also partially contribute to the degradation of the water
environment, giving rise to water quality issues. The social measures,
such as population policy, to reduce the pressure on water resources and
conflict with other riparian states can be put into place. One could argue
that China’s population policy has had impacts on the demand for water in
its own East Asian region. By taking 300 million water consumers out of
the equation, the impact has also been global. 300 million people require
300 billion m3 of water per year. Its global significance is partly that 300
billion m3 of water per year is equivalent to the water needs of the 300
million people of the Middle East and North Africa, or of those of Europe
and or of about 60 % of the annual water use of the USA. However, just
as China’s population policy was not implemented with an objective of
increasing water availability, social measures may not provide sufficient
adaptation. There needs to be allocative and productive efficient policies
that are especially targeted to influence water use patterns.

Fig. 6. Drivers of conflict and cooperation
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The drivers of cooperation are often found in the initiatives taken by
basin parties and third parties. Basin regimes and river basin commission
have often been put into place to facilitate joint management. For example,
river basin commissions like the Zambezi Watercourse Commission and
the Mekong River Commission (MRC) provide a multilateral platform of
cooperation. The discursive process, in which input from water science
and NGO discourse influence basin practices, can also facilitate and
monitor the implementation of cooperative principles. International
agencies can also introduce principles to guide cooperation. The UN
International Law Commission and its 1997 Convention on the Law of the
Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses designed for holistic
water management through concepts such as equitable and reasonable
utilization of the watercourse and no significant harm. Country donors and
International Finance Institutions (IFIs) including the World Bank have
played a considerable role in the financial assistance of implementing river
basin commission. For example, the above-mentioned MRC had roughly
12 million USD of funds in 2006 (MRC 2006). The Nile Basin Initiative,
also heavily assisted by donors and IFIs, requires roughly 12 million USD
for its Regional Power Trade program, one of its Shared Vision Program
(World Bank 2005). The scale is much larger in the NBI as there are more
projects involving infrastructure development compared to the Mekong,
which Nicol et al. (2000) have noted as little in hydraulic infrastructure
investment.

8 Transboundary water management as a regional public
good
Underpinning the concept of water governance and the facilitation of
cooperation is the role of water management institutions are public goods.
In particular, the various forms of water management institutions are
regional public goods (Nicol et al. 2000). This is because the influence on
the riparians states may be partial and non-unified, unlike international
public goods (Nicol et al. 2000, citing Stålgren 2000). By having a
regional public good in place through donor and IFI assistance, there could
be subsequent public goods that would be enhanced: international public
goods such as protection of biospheres and international wetlands; regional
public goods such as regional security; national public goods such as good
water supply and quality; and private public good such as generation of
hydropower (Nicol et al. 2000).
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Nicol et al. (2000) point out that in general, the transaction costs of
implementing transboundary water governance institutions are high. For
example, through four case studies of the Mekong, Incomati and
Okavango, Jordan and Southern Caucasus, they have exemplified that
establishing and adjusting institutions are based on “mixed and patchy”
financial agreements (Nicol et al. 2000: 65). In particular, they note how
not only getting institutions in place but also getting the contents right (i.e.
binding riparian states through legal principles and integrated the civil
society into governance) is costly (Nicol et al. 2000).
The high transaction cost has led to a situation where transboundary
water managing institutions at the international level have attracted very
limited investment indeed (Nicol et al. 2000, Sadoff and Grey 2002).
Institutional economics (as represented in North 2005) has highlighted the
inadequacy of the inputs and initiatives needed to establish effective
adaptive institutions. The resources devoted to transboundary water
governance awareness raising, to institution building and to developing
regulatory and legal frameworks comprise only a tiny proportion of the
resources needed to have an impact. In theory, transboundary water
governance can facilitate adaptation but the reality of addressing regional
public goods are confounded by the financial capacity and willingness of
both basin states and external actors.

9 Concluding comments
The TWINS conceptual approach shows that different basins differ in their
international transboundary relations as relations shift in intensities of both
conflict and cooperation over time. The approach enables a typology of
international transboundary water relations and a means of illustrating the
dynamics of co-existing conflict and cooperation. The typologies can also
show how the different faces of power are played out in asymmetrical
power structures. The approach provides a more textured understanding
of how cooperation or conflict in a certain basin is actually formed and
sustained. Not all cooperation is equally appreciated by the riparian states
in different circumstances of power asymmetry. In particular, low levels
of cooperation may be impeding efficient management of the water
resources under the demise of a collective agreement.
The paper argued that the role of political economy is largely silent and
invisible in the adaptation process. Depending on the level and extent of
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economic strength and diversification, there are different options a state
can take. A political economy with a high level of economic diversity and
strength will have the options to combine factors of production and in turn
find resource alternatives such as virtual water trade and technology; water
security is achieved in such adaptive process. States that have a highly
developed political economy will essentially have the capacity to adapt to
the driving forces that shape international relations over water.
Effective transboundary water governance that facilitates adaptation is
rare. It is rare because the context in which the regional public good of
transboundary water management exists is one of asymmetric power. In
asymmetric circumstances, the hegemon riparians dictate the pace of
cooperative adaptation and engage in fake cooperation that dresses up
domination as cooperation (Selby 2003). Hydro-hegemons can choose to
diminish the effectiveness of the regional public good. The international
community can encourage the hegemons to exercise leadership. A
leadership hegemon can maintain and further augment the range of
international, regional, national and private goods possible from having
transboundary water management institutions. However, donors, IFIs,
NGOs, and water scientists must be aware of and committed to addressing
the high transaction costs of establishing and sustaining the institutions.
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